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Check Our Recent Interview
Guest: Steve McConkey
Topic: COVID-19 stats

Penn State students will be permitted to change their spring semester grades to a “SAT,” which means that the student passed the course,” or a “Z,” which means that the student will retake the course in the future without penalty. This is in response to difficulties that students are facing as a result of the coronavirus.

The Pennsylvania Historical & Museum Commission approved 24 new state historical markers. One was for the Philadelphia Gay News and another was for the late Gloria Casarez, LGBTQ rights activist who was the first director of the Philly Office of LGBT Affairs.

News From National Scene
During the coronavirus crisis six governors have ordered abortion clinics closed: Ohio, Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Tennessee and Maryland. All are GOP governors except Louisiana and unfortunately, only Texas is enforcing it!

The Trump administration is siding with three girls who are suing the Connecticut Interscholastic Athletic Conference over their policy allowing boys to compete in girls’ sports. AG Barr notes the policy violates federal Title IX rules that guarantee equal opportunities for girls in sports.

LGBTQ and feminist groups have sued the US Dept. of State charging that the Commission on Unalienable Rights was created in violation of federal guidelines and must be disbanded. While Secretary Mike Pompeo’s office said early on the Commission would not be about abortion and LGBT, homosexual rights and feminist organizations are insisting they be the centerpiece of the Commission’s work.

Senate unanimously passes $2.2 trillion coronavirus relief bill, without all of Nancy Pelosi’s pork. Unfortunately, some did make it in, but without the huge price tag she had requested. Also, her nationwide universal mail-in balloting failed to appear. Two days later, House passed the bill by voice vote.

The coronavirus bill also includes regulatory flexibility and $13.5 billion for K-12, but states and local officials already say more is needed!

US Supreme Court has ruled that states can prosecute illegal aliens for identity theft, including using false Social Security numbers to unlawfully gain employment.

Washington State has just approved a pro-abortion, pro-LGBTQ+ sex ed plan that will describe the sex act to 5-year-olds, teach 7-year-olds about sexual pleasure and sixth graders will be directed to a website featuring a how-to on anal sex! Is PA next?
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